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Abstract—Big data analytics is the process of examining large
amounts of data (big data) in an effort to uncover hidden patterns
or unknown correlations. Big Data Analytics Applications (BDA
Apps) are a new type of software applications, which analyze big
data using massive parallel processing frameworks (e.g., Hadoop).
Developers of such applications typically develop them using a
small sample of data in a pseudo-cloud environment. Afterwards,
they deploy the applications in a large-scale cloud environment
with considerably more processing power and larger input data
(reminiscent of the mainframe days). Working with BDA App
developers in industry over the past three years, we noticed
that the runtime analysis and debugging of such applications in
the deployment phase cannot be easily addressed by traditional
monitoring and debugging approaches.
In this paper, as a first step in assisting developers of BDA
Apps for cloud deployments, we propose a lightweight approach
for uncovering differences between pseudo and large-scale cloud
deployments. Our approach makes use of the readily-available yet
rarely used execution logs from these platforms. Our approach
abstracts the execution logs, recovers the execution sequences,
and compares the sequences between the pseudo and cloud
deployments. Through a case study on three representative
Hadoop-based BDA Apps, we show that our approach can
rapidly direct the attention of BDA App developers to the major
differences between the two deployments. Knowledge of such
differences is essential in verifying BDA Apps when analyzing
big data in the cloud. Using injected deployment faults, we show
that our approach not only significantly reduces the deployment
verification effort, but also provides very few false positives when
identifying deployment failures.
Index Terms—Big-Data Analytics Application, Cloud Computing, Monitoring and Debugging, Log Analysis, Hadoop

I. I NTRODUCTION
Big Data Analytics Applications (BDA Apps) are a new
category of software applications that leverage large-scale
data, which is typically too large to fit in memory or even on
one hard drive, to uncover actionable knowledge using largescale parallel-processing infrastructures [1]. The big data can
come from sources such as runtime information about traffic,
tweets during the Olympic games, stock market updates, usage
information of an online game [2], or the data from any other
rapidly growing data-intensive software system. For instance,
EBAY 1 has deployed BDA Apps to optimize the search of
products by analyzing over 5 PBs data using more than 4,000
CPU cores [3].
1 www.ebay.com

last checked Feburary 2013.
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Over the past three years we have been working closely with
BDA App developers in industry. We noted and found that
developing BDA Apps brings many new challenges compared
to traditional programming and testing practices. Among all
challenges in different phases of BDA App development,
the deployment phase introduces unique challenges related to
verifying and debugging the BDA executions, as BDA App
developers want to know if their BDA App will function
correctly once deployed. Similar observations were recently
noted in an interview of 16 professional BDA App developers
at Microsoft [1].
In practice, the deployment of BDA Apps in the cloud
follows these three steps: 1) developers implement and test
the BDA App in a small or pseudo cloud (using virtual or
physical machines) environment using a small data sample,
2) developers deploy the application on a larger cloud with
a considerably larger data set and processing power to test
the application in a real-life setting, and 3) developers verify
the execution of the application to make sure all data are
processed and all jobs are successful. The traditional approach
for deployment verification is to simply search for known
error keywords related to unusual executions. However, such
verification approaches are very ineffective in large cloud
deployments. For instance, a common basic approach for
identifying deployment problems is searching for “killed” jobs
in the generated execution logs (the output of the internal instrumentation) of the underlying platform hosting the deployed
application [4]. However, a simple keyword search would lead
to false positive results since a platform such as Hadoop
may intervene in the execution of a job, kill it and restart
it elsewhere to achieve better performance, or it might start
and kill speculative jobs [4]. Considering the large amount
of data and logs, such false positives rapidly overwhelm the
developer of BDA Apps.
In this paper, we propose an approach for verifying the
runtime execution of BDA Apps after deployment. The approach abstracts the platform’s execution logs from both the
small (pseudo) and large scale cloud deployments, groups
the related abstracted log lines into execution sequences for
both deployments, then examines and reports the differences
between the two sets of execution sequences. Ideally, these two
sets should be identical for a successful deployment. However,
due to framework configurations and data size differences, the
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underlying platform may execute the applications differently.
Among the delta sets of execution sequences between these
two sets, we filter out sequences that are due to well-known
platform-related (in our case study Hadoop) differences. The
remaining sets of sequences are potential deployment failures/anomalies that should be reported and carefully examined.
We have implemented our approach as a prototype tool and
performed a case study on three representative Hadoop [4]
BDA Apps. The choice of Hadoop is due to it being one of
the most used platforms for Big Data Analytics in industry
today. However, our general idea of using the underlying
platform’s logs as a means for BDA App monitoring in the
cloud, is easily extensible to other platforms, such as Microsoft
Dryad [5]. The case study results show that our log abstraction
and clustering into execution sequences not only significantly
reduces the amount of logs (by between 86% to 97%) that
should be verified, but it also provides much higher precision
for identifying deployment failures/anomalies compared to
a traditional keyword search approach (commonly used in
practice today). In addition, practitioners who have used our
approach in practice have noted that the reporting of the
abstracted execution sequences, rather than raw log lines, provides a summarized context that dramatically improves their
efficiency in identifying and investigating failure/anomaly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
a motivating example in Section II. We present Hadoop,
the platform that we studied in Section III. We present our
approach to summarize logs into execution log sequences
in Section IV. We present the setup for our case studies
in Sections V. We present the results of our case study in
Section VI. We discuss other features of our approach in
Section VII and discuss the limitations of our approach in
Section VIII. We present prior work related to our approach
in Section IX. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section X.
II. A M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
We now present a hypothetical but realistic motivating
example to better explain the challenges of deploying BDA
Apps in a cloud environment.
Assume developer Ian developed a BDA App that analyzes
the user information from a large-scale social network. Ian
has thoroughly tested the App on an in-house small-scale
cloud environment with a small sample of testing data. Before
officially releasing the App, Ian needs to deploy the App in
a large-scale cloud environment and run the App with reallife large-scale data. After the test run of the App in the real
cloud setup, Ian needs to verify whether the App behaves as
expected or not, in the testing environment.
Ian followed a traditional approach to examine the behaviour of the App in the cloud environment. He leveraged
the logs from the underlying platform (e.g., Hadoop) to find
whether there are any problematic log lines. After downloading all the logs from the cloud environment, Ian found that
the logs are of enormous size because the cloud environment
contains thousands of nodes and the processed real-life data
is in PB scale, which makes the manual inspection of the logs

impossible. Therefore, Ian performed a simple keyword search
on the logs. The keywords are based on his own experience
of developing BDA Apps. However, the keyword search still
returns thousands of problematic log lines. By manually exploring the problematic log lines, Ian found that a large portion
of the log lines do not indicate any problematic executions
(i.e., false positives). For example, the run-time scheduler of
the underlying platform often kills remote processes and restarts them locally to achieve better performance. However,
such kill operations lead to seemingly problematic logs that are
retrieved by his keyword search. Moreover, for each log line,
Ian must trace through the log files across multiple nodes to
gain some context about the generated log files (and in many
instances he discovers that such log lines are expected and
are not problematic ones). In short, identifying deployment
problems of the BDA App is excessively difficult and time
consuming. Moreover, this difficulty increases considerably as
the size of the analyzed data grows and the size of the cloud
increases.
From the above example, we observe that verifying the
deployment of BDA Apps in a cloud environment with largescale data is challenging. Although today, developers primarily
use grep [6] to locate possible troublesome instrumentation
logs, uncovering the related context of the troublesome logs
is still challenging with enormously large data (as noted in
recent interviews of BDA App developers [1]).
In the following sections, we present our approach, which
summarizes the large amount of platform logs and presents
them in tables where developers can easily note troublesome
events and where they are able to easily view such events in the
context of their execution (since the table shows summarized
execution sequences).
III. L ARGE - SCALE DATA A NALYSIS P LATFORMS : H ADOOP
Hadoop is one of the most widely used platforms for
the development of BDA Apps in practice today. We briefly
present the programming model of Hadoop, then present the
Hadoop logs that we use in our case studies.
A. The MapReduce Programming Model
Hadoop is an open-source distributed platform [4] that is
supported by Yahoo! and is used by Amazon, AOL and a
number of other companies. To achieve parallel execution,
Hadoop implements a programming model named MapReduce. This programming model is implemented by many other
cloud platforms as well [5], [7].
MapReduce [8] is a distributed divide-and-conquer programming model that consists of two phases: a massively
parallel “Map” phase, followed by an aggregating “Reduce”
phase. The input data of MapReduce is broken down into
a list of key/value pairs. Mappers (processes assigned to
the “Map” phase) accept the incoming pairs, process them
in parallel and generate intermediate key/value pairs. All
intermediate pairs having the same key are then passed to
a specific Reducer (process assigned to the “Reduce” phase).
Each Reducer performs computations to reduce the data to one
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single key/value pair. The output of all Reducers is the final
result of a MapReduce run.
To illustrate MapReduce, we consider an example MapReduce process that counts the frequency of word lengths in
a book. Mappers take each single word from the book and
generate a key/value pair of the form “word length/dummy
value”. For example, a Mapper generates a key/value pair
of “5/hello” from the input word “hello”. Afterwards, the
key/value pairs with the same key are grouped and sent to
Reducers. Each Reducer receives the list of all key/values pairs
for a particular word length and hence can simply output the
size of this list. If a reducer receives a list with key “5”, for
example, it will count the number of all the words with length
“5”. If the size is n, it generates an output pair “5/n” which
means there are n words with length “5” in the book.
B. Components of Hadoop
Hadoop has three types of execution components. Each
component has logging enabled in it. Such platform logging
tracks the operation of the platform itself (i.e., how the
platform is orchestrating the MapReduce processing). Today,
such logging is enabled in all deployed Hadoop clusters and it
provides a glimpse into the inner working mechanism of the
platform itself. Such inner working mechanism is impacted by
any problems in the cloud on which the platform is executing.
The three execution components and a brief example of the
logs generated by them are as follows:
• Job. A Hadoop program consists of one or multiple
MapReduce steps running as a pipeline. Each MapReduce
step is a Job in Hadoop. A JobTracker is a process initialized by the Hadoop platform to track the status of the
Jobs. The information tracked by the JobTracker includes
the overall information of the Job (e.g., input data size)
and the high-level information of the execution of the
Job. The high-level information of the Job’s execution
corresponds to the executions of Map and Reduce. For
example, a Job log may say that “the Job is split into 100
Map Tasks” and “Map TaskId=id is finished at time t1”.
• Task. The execution of a Job is divided into multiple
Tasks based on the MapReduce programming model.
Therefore, a Task can be either a Map Task that corresponds to the Map in the MapReduce programming
model, or a Reduce Task. The Hadoop platform groups
a set of Map or Reduce executions together to create
a Task. Therefore, each Task contains more than one
execution of Map or Reduce. Similar to the JobTracker,
the TaskTracker monitors the execution of a Task. For
example, a Task log may say “received commit of Task
Id=id”.
• Attempt. To support fault tolerance, the Hadoop platform
allows each Task to have multiple trials of execution.
Each execution is an Attempt. Typically, only when an
Attempt of a Task has failed, another Attempt of the same
Task will start. This restart process continues until the
Task is successfully completed or the number of failed
Attempts is larger than a threshold. However, there are

exceptions, such as “speculative execution”, which we
discuss later in this paper. The attempt is also monitored
by the TaskTracker and the detailed execution information
of the Attempt, such as “Reading data for Map task with
TaskID=id”, is recorded in the Attempt logs.
The Job, Task and Attempt logs form the source of information used by our approach. We use the former kinds of
logs instead of application-level logs since such logs provide
information about the inner working of the platform itself,
and not the application, which is assumed to be correctly
implemented for our purposes. In particular, the platform logs
provide us with information about any deployment problems.
IV. A PPROACH
The basic idea behind our approach is to cluster the platform
logs to improve their comprehensibility, and to help understand
and flag differences in the run-time behaviour.
As mentioned before, our approach is based on the analysis
of platform logs of BDA Apps. These logs are generated by
the statements embedded by the platform developers because
they consider the information to be particularly important.
Containing rich knowledge, but not fully explored, platform
logs typically consist of the major system activities and their
associated contexts (e.g., operation ids). The log is a valuable
resource for studying the run-time behaviour of a software
system, since they are generated by the internal instrumentations and are readily available. However, previous research
shows that logs are continuously changing and evolving [9].
Therefore, ad hoc approaches based on keyword search may
not always work. Thus we propose an approach that does not
rely on particular phrases or format of logs. Figure 1 shows
an overview of our approach.
Our approach compares the run-time behaviour of the
underlying platform of BDA Apps in testing environment with
a small testing data sample to the cloud environment with
large-scale data. To overcome the enormous amount of logs
generated by a BDA platform and to provide useful context for
the developers looking at our results, we recover the execution
sequences of the logs.
A. Execution Sequence Recovery
In this step, we recover sequences of the execution logs.
The log sequence clustering includes three phases.
1) Log Abstraction: Log files typically do not follow strict
formats, but instead contain significant unstructured data. For
example, log lines may contain the task type, the execution
time stamp and a free form – making it hard to extract any
structured information from them. In addition to being in free
form, log lines contain static and dynamic information. The
static information is specific to each particular event while the
dynamic values of the logs describe the event context. We use
a technique proposed by Jiang et al. [10] to abstract logs. This
technique is designed to be generalizable as it does not rely
on any log formats. Using the technique, we first identify the
static and dynamic values of the logs based on a small sample
of logs. Then we apply the identified static and dynamic parts
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rocess of our problem detection approach.
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cur is that sometimes the events execute asynchronously on the
distributed computing platforms, although the corresponding
sequences result in the same system behaviour. We group the
permutations of a sequence together to simplify the sequences.
For example, if we recovered two sequences “E1, E2, E3, E4”
and “E1, E3, E2, E4”, we would group these two sequences
together in this step.
After simplifying sequences, we obtain the final log sequences in Figure 2-d.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE THREE SUBJECT BDA A PPS .

Source
Domain
Injected
problem

B. Generating Reports
We generate a log sequence report in HTML format. Figure 3 shows an example report. The report consists of two
parts: an overview of the number of execution log sequences
and a list of sample log lines. To ease the comparison of
different reports, each event is represented by the same unique
number across the reports. An exemplar sequence from the
analyzed logs is shown in each row of the report to provide
developers an actual example with a realistic context.
V. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we present the design of the case study that
we performed to evaluate our approach.
A. Subject Applications
We use three BDA Apps as subjects for our study. Two out
of the three applications are chosen to be representative of
industrial BDA Apps. In addition, to avoid potential bias from
the development of the applications, we chose one application
that is developed from scratch and another application that is
re-engineered by migrating a set of Perl scripts to the Hadoop
platform. In addition, to ease the replication of our approach
by others, we chose a third application from Hadoop’s official
example package. The overview of the three BDA Apps is
shown in Table I.
• WordCount. WordCount is an application that is released
with Hadoop as one of the examples of MapReduce
programming. The WordCount application analyzes the
input files and counts the number of occurrences of each
word in the input files.
• PageRank. PageRank [11] is a program used by the
Google Internet search engine for rating Web pages. We
implemented the PageRank algorithm on Hadoop.
• JACK. JACK is an industrial application that uses data
mining techniques to identify problems in load tests [12].
This tool is used in practice on a daily basis. We migrated
JACK to the Hadoop platform.
Note that none of the three above BDA Apps have their
own logs and the logs that our approach uses are the platform (Hadoop) logs generated during the execution of these
applications.
B. The Experiment’s Environment Setting
As input data for WordCount and JACK, we use two groups
of execution log files of a large enterprise application. The
input data for the PageRank application, however, comes from

WordCount
Hadoop:
Official
Example
File
processing
Machine
failure

PageRank
Google:
Developed
from scratch
Social
network
Missing supporting
library

JACK
RIM:
Migrated
from Perl
Log
analysis
Lack of
disk space

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE BDA A PP ’ S INPUT DATA SIZE .

Large Data
Small Data

WordCount &
JACK
3.69GB
597M B

PageRank
1.08GB
10.7M B

two social-network datasets from the Stanford Large Network
Dataset Collection2 . Table II summarizes the overall size of
the input data for the studied applications.
To have a proof of concept experiment setting, we performed our experiments on an in-house small cloud (a cluster
with 40 cores across five machines). Each machine has Intel
Xeon E5540 (2.53GHz) with 8 cores, 12 GB memory, a
Gigabit network adaptor and SATA hard drives. The operating
system of the machines is Ubuntu 9.10.
VI. C ASE S TUDY R ESULTS
In this section, we present our research questions, and the
results of our case study. For each research question, we
present the motivation of the question, our approach to answer
the question, and the results.
A. RQ1: How Much Effort Reduction Does Our Approach
Provide, When Verifying the Deployment of BDA APPs in the
Cloud?
Motivation
Developers often use simple text search techniques to
identify troublesome events when deploying BDA Apps. For
example, keywords such as “kill” and “fail” are often used
to find problematic tasks in Hadoop. Due to the decision
by underlying platform (e.g. algorithms that Hadoop uses for
assigning tasks to machines), a problematic event might be
caused by some other reasons than an actual deployment failure. Two commonly seen examples of such reasons on Hadoop
platform are “Task exceptions” and “Speculative execution”:
• Task exceptions. When there is an exception during the
execution of a Hadoop task, the task will be killed and
restarted on another cloud node. Therefore, a keyword
search for “kill” on the log lines would flag such Hadoop
decisions as a sign of failure, even though this is supposed
to be transparent from the developer.
• Speculative execution. The overall performance of a
Hadoop Job may slow down because of some slowrunning tasks. To optimize the performance, Hadoop
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2 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/

last check Aug, 2012.

Total 5 grouped sequences
Count Grouped Sequence
8, 10, 7, 0, 5, 3, 2, 1
Sample Sequence8#8#8#10#7#0#5#3#2#1

Total 5 grouped sequences
Count Grouped Sequence
105

8, 10, 7, 0, 5, 3, 2, 1

22

8, 10, 7, 0, 5, 6, 3, 2, 1

21

10, 0, 5, 3, 2, 1

2

8, 10, 7, 0, 4, 5, 2, 6, 3, 1

1

8, 10, 4, 0, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1

2011-06-26 15:36:53,460 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobInProgress:
8 tip:task_201106261526_0001_m_000047 has split on node:/defaultrack/sail215.cs.queensu.ca

show	
  sample	
  
sequences	
  

105

2011-06-26 15:36:53,460 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobInProgress:
8 tip:task_201106261526_0001_m_000047 has split on node:/defaultrack/sail217.cs.queensu.ca
2011-06-26 15:36:53,460 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobInProgress:
8 tip:task_201106261526_0001_m_000047 has split on node:/defaultrack/sail213.cs.queensu.ca
2011-06-26 15:37:29,100 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker: Adding task
10 'attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0' to tip task_201106261526_0001_m_000047,
for tracker 'tracker_sail215.cs.queensu.ca:localhost/127.0.0.1:48227'
2011-06-26 15:37:29,100 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobInProgress: Choosing data7
local task task_201106261526_0001_m_000047
2011-06-26 15:37:29,101 DEBUG org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker:
0 tracker_sail215.cs.queensu.ca:localhost/127.0.0.1:48227 -> LaunchTask:
attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0
2011-06-26 15:38:10,657 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobInProgress: Task
5 'attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0' has completed
task_201106261526_0001_m_000047 successfully.
2011-06-26 15:51:54,749 DEBUG org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker: Marked
3 'attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0' from
'tracker_sail215.cs.queensu.ca:localhost/127.0.0.1:48227'
2011-06-26 15:51:55,758 DEBUG org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker: Removing task
2
'attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0'
2011-06-26 15:51:55,758 INFO org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobTracker: Removed completed
1 task 'attempt_201106261526_0001_m_000047_0' from
'tracker_sail215.cs.queensu.ca:localhost/127.0.0.1:48227'

22

8, 10, 7, 0, 5, 6, 3, 2, 1

21

10, 0, 5, 3, 2, 1

Fig. 3. An example of our log sequences report.

2 When
8, 10, 7, 0, 4, 5, 2, 6, 3, 1
replicates the unfinished tasks on idle machines.
TABLE III
E FFORT REQUIRED TO VERIFY THE CLOUD DEPLOYMENT USING OUR
one of the replicated tasks, or the original task, is 1finished,
8, 10, 4, 0, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1
APPROACH VERSUS THE TRADITIONAL KEYWORD SEARCH .
Hadoop commits the results from the task and kills other
Using our approach
Using keyword search
replicas. This mechanism is similar to the Backup Task
# execution
# unique
#log line
in Google’s MapReduce platform [8]. The replication
sequences
log
events
with
keyword
and killing are decided at run-time and are not signs of
WordCount
19
64
467
deployment failures. However, again, a keyword search
PageRank
55
83
1,739
would flag them as a problem to be verified.
JACK
20
67
726

Therefore, a simple text search for such keywords may result
in a very large set of irrelevant log lines for manual verification. In this research question, we investigate whether our
approach saves any effort in the cloud deployment verification
process.
Approach
To evaluate our approach in terms of effort reduction, we
use the amount of log lines that must be examined as a
basic approximation of the amount of effort. We first use
the traditional (most-often-used in practice today (e.g., [1]))
approach of searching for keywords in the raw log lines as
a baseline of comparison. The keywords that we use in this
experiment are common basic keywords (“kill”, “error”, “fail”,
“exception” and “died”) that are usually a sign of failure in a
log line. We applied this search on all three BDA Apps. We
measure the number of log lines with these keywords as the
baseline effort.
To apply our approach for deployment verification, we
first recover execution sequences of the three BDA Apps,
when deployed on a cloud environment. We then compare
the two sets of log sequences (small-scale environment and
large cloud) and identify the delta set (the execution sequences

TABLE IV
R EPEATED EXECUTION SEQUENCES BETWEEN RUNNING THE BDA A PPS
ONCE , TWICE AND THREE TIMES .

WordCount
PageRank
JACK

once and twice (%)
98.4
95.0
99.5

twice and three times (%)
99.1
95.1
99.8

without exact match). The last step involves searching for the
same keywords as the traditional approach to measure the
number of execution sequences and log events that are required
to examine.
Results
The results from Table III show that with our approach the
number of execution log sequences (and their corresponding
number of log events) to verify is 19(64), 55(83), and 20(67)
for WordCount, PageRank, and JACK respectively. However,
the number of raw log lines to verify after the keyword
search, i.e., the traditional approach, is 467, 1739, and 726 for
WordCount, PageRank, and JACK respectively. Therefore, our
approach provides 86%, 95%, and 97% effort reduction over
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TABLE V
N UMBER OF LOG LINES GENERATED BY RUNNING BDA A PPS ONCE ,
TWICE AND THREE TIMES .

WordCount
PageRank
JACK

once
78 K
109 K
237 K

twice
309 K
217 K
419 K

three times
393 K
474 K
666 K

the traditional approach, ignoring the fact that verifying a log
line may require more effort than verifying a log event. Indeed,
verifying a log line requires checking the other log lines to get
a context of the failure, whereas the log events are already
shown in the context (i.e., the execution sequences). Also,
notice that our approach does not incur any instrumentation
overhead since the platform logs are already available.
Another interesting point is that when the input data grows,
several new execution sequences and log lines appear. That
is due to the fact that the behaviour is not present with
the smaller runs. However, when moving to bigger runs, the
execution sequences will not increase dramatically. The reason
is that most of the runs, in the abstract level, are identical.
Therefore, the size of the final sequences to verify will show
very minor increases. However, the log lines to be verified
using traditional approach always increase proportional to
the data. Table IV shows the number of repeated execution
sequences when running the same BDA App once, twice, and
three times. In Table V, we report the number of log lines to be
verified using the traditional approach for the same BDA App
executions. The large portion of repeated execution sequences
in the number of execution sequences vs. the rapid growth in
the number of log lines emphasizes the effectiveness of our
approach in terms of effort reduction during verification of the
deployment of a BDA App in the cloud.


Our approach reduces the verification effort by between 86% to 97% when verifying the cloud deployment of BDA Apps.


B. RQ2: How Precise and Informative is Our Approach When
Verifying Cloud Deployments?
Motivation
As discussed in RQ1, a flagged sequence (using our approach) or a flagged log line (using the traditional approach),
might be caused by some other reasons than an actual deployment failure. We consider such flagged sequences or log
events, e.g., those that are related to “ Task exception” and
“Speculative execution”, as false positive results that affect
the precision of the approaches. Therefore, in this question,
we compare the two approaches in terms of precision. We
also discuss how our approach facilitates the verification of
the flagged execution sequences.
Approach
In this research question, we categorize the flagged logs/execution sequences by the traditional/our approach into two
classes: actual failures (true positives) and platform-related

events (false positives). To get the instances of the actual
failure, we intentionally injected three different failures, which
are commonly observed by BDA App developers [13], into
our experimental environment, during the execution of the
three subject programs. These three failures are all encountered
often in our real-life experience of using Hadoop in the large
industrial clouds. The three injected failures are as follows:
1) Machine failure. Machine failure is one of the common
system errors in distributed computing. To inject this
failure, we manually turn off one machine in the cluster.
2) Missing supporting library. A cluster administrator
may decide to expand the size of the cluster. However,
the new machines in the cluster may miss supporting
libraries or the versions of the supporting libraries may
be outdated. We inject this failure by removing one
required library of the analysis.
3) Lack of disk space. Disks often run out of space while
a BDA App is running on the platform due to the large
amount of generated intermediate data. We manually fill
up one of the machine’s disks to inject this failure.
Next, we manually analyzed the log sequences in the HTML
reports and identified any false positive instances.
Results
Table VI summarizes the number of false positives, total
number of flagged sequences/log lines, and the precision of
both approaches. The precision of our approach is 21, 38, and
10% for WordCount, PageRank, and JACK respectively. The
range of the number of false positive sequences to verify is 15
to 34 sequences (16-49 log events). However, the precision of
the traditional approach is 7, 84, and 10% for WordCount,
PageRank, and JACK respectively, while the range of the
number of false positive log lines to verify is 432 to 650
log lines. A more detailed analysis of the results shows
that the only case where the precision of our approach is
outperformed by traditional approach is with JACK BDA App
where one single exception is appearing in almost every log
line. Though the traditional approach is of higher precision,
however, the same exception produces 1,467 log lines that
must be examined each by hand to determine their context and
decided whether they are problematic or not. Unfortunately,
since a keyword approach does not provide any abstraction all
log lines would need to be examined carefully, even though
they all are instances of the same abstract problem.
Note that the recall for both approaches is 100%, since all
instances of log lines and execution sequences related to the
failures are identified by the keyword search. However, there
are cases that deployment failure might not be possible to
catch by a keyword search. For example, a temporary network
congestion may cause the pending queue to be very long, but
logs may record that the pending queue is too long without
making use of an “error” like string in the log line. In some
cases, a node in the cloud may even fail without recording any
error message [14]. In such situations, our approach is even
superior, since the traditional approach simply would not work
(as no “error” log lines are produced) and the developer would
miss such problems all together unless he or she examines
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TABLE VI
N UMBER OF FALSE POSITIVES , TRUE POSITIVES , AND THE PRECISION OF BOTH OUR APPROACH AND THE TRADITIONAL KEYWORD SEARCH .

WordCount
PageRank
JACK

Using our approach
false positive true positive precision
15
4
21%
34
21
38%
18
2
10%

Using keyword search
false positive true positive precision
432
35
7%
272
1467
84%
650
76
10%

each log line. However, our recovered execution sequences process of data analysis instead of writing the boiler-plating
still would work, since it only depends on finding the delta MapReduce coding [16].
set of sequences when switching from the small to large cloud.
We ran PageRank three times on Hadoop and three times
Another interesting aspect of our approach, which was the on Pig. After examining the sequence reports we could note
initial motivation of this work, is the extra information (context the following differences between both platforms:
of a log line) that our approach provides for deployment 1. Hadoop-based PageRank Has More MapReduce Steps than
verification. Even after all the reduction that is performed Pig-based PageRank
by the keyword search approach, 467 to 1,739 log lines
In our implementation, the Hadoop-based PageRank conshould be verified manually. As discussed earlier, there are sists of four MapReduce steps, while the Pig-based PageRank
false positives in the flagged log lines. Distinguishing them has eight lines of Pig scripts (each line is one step in the
from true positives requires knowledge about the context of pipeline of the data analysis). However, in the real-life execueach line (otherwise both categories contain the failure-related tion, the Pig platform groups the eight steps of data process
keyword). Our approach provides such context by grouping into three MapReduce steps. Since the Hadoop platform does
the log events in one execution sequence, which speeds up not have such a feature of grouping MapReduce steps, the
the understanding and verification of the event.
execution of Hadoop-based PageRank has four MapReduce
 steps, as it is written.

The precision of our approach for assisting deploy2. Hadoop-based PageRank Has More Tasks than Pig-based
ment verification of BDA Apps in the cloud is compaPageRank
rable with the precision of the traditional approach.
We examine the distribution of sequences in both imHowever, our approach provides additional context
plementations of PageRank. The results show that the total
information (execution sequences) that is essential
number of log sequences from the Hadoop-based PageRank
in speeding up the manual investigation of flagged
is much larger than the Pig-based PageRank. For example,
problems.
one run of the Hadoop-based PageRank generates, in total,

 over 700 execution log sequences in the Task log, while this
number by the Pig-based PageRank is less than 30. This result
VII. D ISCUSSION
indicates that the Pig-based PageRank splits the execution into
In this section, we discuss other possible features of our
a significantly smaller number of tasks than the Hadoop-based
approach. In particular, one feature is to support developers
one. The reason is that based on the Hadoop instructions [4],
to understand the runtime differences when migrating BDA
the number of Map Tasks should be set to a relatively large
Apps from one platform to another.
number. Therefore, in our case study, the number of Map Tasks
To find the most optimal and economical platform for is configured to 200. However, Pig optimizes the platform
BDA Apps, a BDA App may need to be migrated from configurations at run-time and reduces the number of Map
one Big Data Analytics platform to another [1]. This type Tasks to a smaller number to get better performance.
of redeployments requires similar verifications as discussed in
Identifying such differences would be extremely difficult by
the research questions. Therefore, developers need an approach
only looking at the raw log lines. Thus our approach not only
to help them in identifying any run-time behaviour change,
assists developers of BDA Apps with the first deployment in
caused by the migration. Identifying the differences between
the cloud but also helps them with any redeployment. We do
the execution of the BDA App in the two environments help
note that our approach only works when the new platform is
verifying the new deployment and flag any potential failure or
a derivative of the older platform (e.g., in the case of Pig,
anomalies.
it provides a high-level abstraction to create programs that
To assess the ability of our approach for identifying the eventually still run on MapReduce. Hence we can compare
potential redeployment problems in the cloud, we migrated the eventual MapReduce execution for the Pig program against
the PageRank program from Hadoop to Pig platform. Pig [15] the old MapReduce execution).
is a Hadoop-based [4] platform designed for analysis of
massive amounts of data. To reduce the effort of coding
VIII. L IMITATIONS AND T HREATS TO VALIDITY
in the MapReduce paradigm, Pig provides a high-level data
processing language called Pig Latin [15]. Using Pig Latin,
We present the limitations and threats to validity for our
developers can improve their productivity by focusing on the approach in this section.
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A. External Validity
As a proof of concept, we illustrate the use of our approach
to address the challenges encountered in our experience. However, there are still other challenges of developing and testing
BDA Apps, such as choosing an architecture that optimizes for
cost and performance [1]. Our approach may not be able to
address other challenges. Additional case studies are needed to
better understand the strengths and limitations of our approach.
We only demonstrate the use of our approach on Hadoop,
one of the most widely adopted underlying frameworks for
BDA Apps, with three injected failures. In practice, we have
tried our approach on several commercial BDA Apps on
other underlying platforms. The only effort for adapting our
approach to other platforms of BDA Apps is to determine
the parameters for abstracting and linking the platform logs.
Additional studies on other open source and commercial
platforms with other types of failures are needed to study the
generalizability of our approach.
All our experiments are carried out on a small-scale private
experimental cluster, which mimics the large cloud with 40
cores. However, a typical environment for BDA Apps has
more than 1,000 cores, such as Amazon EC2 [17]. The logs of
such large-scale clouds do lead to considerably more logs and
more sequences. From our experiences using our approach
in practice on such large clouds, we have found that our
approach performs even better than grep since the abstraction
and sequencing leads to a drastic reduction in the amount of
data. Such observation was noted in our case study as well.
One interesting note is to support such large clouds we needed
to re-implement our own approach to run in a cloud setting
using the Hadoop platform (since we needed to process a very
large amount of logs and summarize them into a small number
of event sequences). Since our log linking is designed to be
localized, for example, linking Hadoop task logs only needs
the logs from one task, our approach is parallelizable with
minimal effort.
B. Construct Validity
We use abstracted execution logs to perform log clustering
and to learn the runtime behaviour. However, the execution
logs may not contain all the information of the runtime
behaviour. Other types of dynamic information, such as execution tracing, may have more details about the execution of the
BDA Apps. We use the execution logs rather than other more
detailed dynamic information in this work, because execution
logs are readily available and are widely used in practice
(leading to no performance overhead). We leverage the logs
from the underlying platform of the BDA Apps (e.g., Hadoop)
instead of the logs from the Apps themselves. The purpose of
this work is not to identify the bugs in the BDA Apps but
rather assist in reducing the effort in deploying BDA Apps
in a cloud environment. Therefore, the platform logs provide
more and better information than application logs.
Identifying the re-occurrences of sub-sequences can also be
used in our approach to reduce the event sequences, similar
to our method of eliminating repetitions in Section IV. In

our experience, we performed sub-sequence detection on the
recovered event sequences and found that it did not suppress
execution log sequences as good as our repetition elimination
approach. In addition, the process of sub-sequence detection
is very time consuming and slows down the overall analysis.
Therefore, we did not use the sub-sequence detection in
practice. For other BDA Apps and other distributed platforms,
sub-sequence detection may be effective in reducing the log
sequences.
IX. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss the related work in two areas.
A. Dynamic Software Understanding
Fischer et al. [18] instrument the source code and produce
different kinds of visualizations to track and to understand
the evolution of software at the module level. Kothari et
al. [19] propose a technique to evaluate the efficiency of
software feature development by studying the evolution of
call graphs generated by execution traces. Röthlisberger et
al. [20] implement an IDE called Hermion, which captures
run-time information from an application under development.
The run-time information is used to understand the navigation
and browsing of source code in an IDE.
Recent work by Beschastnikh et al. [21] designed an
automated tool that infers execution models from logs. The
models can be used by developers to verify and diagnose bugs.
Our techniques aim to provide context of logs when deploying
BDA Apps in cloud.
In addition, Cornelissen et al. [22] perform a systematic
survey of using dynamic analysis to assist in program understanding and comprehension. FIELD is a development
environment created by Reiss et al. [23] that contains the
features to dynamically understand the execution of a program.
However, the environment is rather designed for traditional
application development, and not for the cloud deployment of
BDA Apps.
B. Hadoop Log Analysis
Hadoop typically runs on large-scale clusters of machines
with hundreds or even thousands of nodes. As a result, large
amounts of log data are generated by Hadoop. To collect and
analyze the large amounts of log data from Hadoop, Boulon et
al. built Chukwa [24]. This framework monitors Hadoop clusters in real-time and stores the log data in Hadoop’s distributed
file system (HDFS). By leveraging Hadoop’s infrastructure,
Chukwa can scale to thousands of nodes in both collection
and analysis. However, Chukwa focuses more on collecting
logs without the ability to perform complex analysis.
Tan et al. introduced SALSA, an approach to automatically
analyze Hadoop logs to construct state-machine views of the
platform’s execution [25]. The derived state-machines are used
to trace the data-flow and control-flow executions. SALSA
computes the histograms of the durations of each state and uses
these histograms to estimate the Probability Density Functions
(PDFs) of the distributions of the durations. SALSA uses
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the difference between the PDFs across machines to detect
anomalies. Tan et al. also compare the duration of a state
in a particular node with its past PDF to determine if the
duration exceeds a determined threshold and can be flagged
as an anomaly.
Another related work to this paper is the approach of Xu
et al. in [26], which uses the source code to understand the
structure of the logs. They create features based on the constant
and variable parts of the log messages and apply the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to detect the abnormal behaviour.
All the above approaches are all designed for system
administrators in managing their large clusters. Our approach,
on the other hand, aims to assist developers in comparing the
deployed system on such large clusters against the development cloud.
X. C ONCLUSION
Developers of BDA Apps typically first develop their application with a small sample of data in a pseudo cloud, then
deploy the application in a large scale cloud environment.
However, the larger data and more complex environments
lead to unexpected executions of the underlying platform.
Such unexpected executions and their context cannot be easily
uncovered by traditional approaches.
In this paper, we propose an approach to uncover the
different behaviour of the underlying platforms for BDA Apps
between runs with small testing data and large real-life data
in a cloud environment. To evaluate our approach, we perform
a case study on Hadoop, a widely used platform, with three
BDA Apps. The case study results show the strength of our
approach in two aspects:
1) Our approach drastically reduces the verification effort
by 86-97% when verifying the deployment of BDA
Apps in the cloud.
2) The precision of our approach is comparable with the
traditional keyword search approach. However, the problematic logs reported by our approach are much fewer
than using keyword search, which makes it possible to
manually explore the problematic logs.
In addition, our approach provides additional context information (execution sequences). Based on the context information,
developers can explore the execution sequences of the logs to
rapidly understand the cause of problematic log lines.
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